Lasting solutions are inclusive, involving a diversity of stakeholders, and incorporating multiple values.
If we want to change the world, we need to change who is in the conversation.

Are You Hungry for Change?

Feeding a world of 9 billion will take new approaches.
Sustain + Ability

Global Sustainability Scholars program is a lifelong network of peer and professional change leaders in global sustainability – building a world we all want to live in today and tomorrow.

STARTING FALL 2018
Sustainability in the Human Age, Across Disciplines, Cultures and Borders.

- 2019 Global Sustainability Scholars Cohort will work with the SUGI / Food Energy Water Nexus CRA teams
- Students work with teams and issues in multiple Belmont Forum countries, connecting issues across disciplines, cultures and borders
• Undergraduates from groups under-represented in Science in Belmont Forum Countries

• 3 year intensive program for students from multiple Belmont Forum Countries working across boarders and with Belmont Forum CRA teams
1ST YEAR
Sustainability in context – travel abroad to learn sustainability issues, research and solutions.

2ND YEAR
Teams of Scholars with paid internships embedded in CRA teams.

3RD YEAR
Individual paid internships with CRA team resulting in capstone study.
10 Week Paid Professional Training Experience With a Global Sustainability Organization
2018 GSS Fellow
Ocean Sustainability with Future Earth

“I want to work with dynamic teams to build a future that can support tomorrow’s generations alongside wilderness.”

— Adrienne Hampton, Evans School of Public Policy and Governance, University of Washington
Next steps

Partnering with SUGI Nexus teams and match-making with GSS fellows

Kirsten.rowell@Colorado.edu

Working with Belmont Forum Countries to build multi-national cohorts

gssscholar.org

“Growing up in Kenya and studying in the United States has exposed me to a range of view points and beliefs. These experiences have led me to believe that it’s at the confluence of differing perspectives where the most powerful solutions lie.”

—Viraj Sikand, Co-Founder of Kufsha